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- HOT = HoT when it refers to the consistency while it remains 

HOT for hot cycles 

- updated to ver.02.00 

Me Ready_8.docx 

SW: Ready_SFT_BOOT_02_02.mot 

10/17/2018 - DF  WF 

- HOT when means consistency becomes HoT 

- ICECREAM and HOT COLD cycles have been added 

- REFRIGERATED STORAGE changed into DELAYED CLEANING 

(and moved in Cleaning) 

- Step T83 for hot gas shot at the end of cooling 

- Step T86 for counter reset 

Me Ready_9.docx 

SW: Ready_SFT_BOOT_02_04.mot 

10/05/2019 - Step T57 “Extraction Timer” added 

Me Ready_10.docx 

SW: Ready_SFT_BOOT_02_06.mot 

10/21/2020 - "ICECREAM HOT", "ICECREAM HOT AGE", "ICECREAM HOT 

COLD" cycles have been added for machines with Icecream 

enabled. 

- T28, T29, T30 steps have been added 

Me Ready_11.docx 

SW: Ready_SFT_BOOT_02_08.mot 

1/20/2021 - “Gelato” “Fruit” cycle names modified in “Sorbetto” (and 

relative indications and programming steps) 

- - T31 and T32 steps added 

 

Ready  
ELECTRONIC MANUAL 



 

 
This manual includes information and procedures to assist technicians in setting up and 

repairing the machine, if necessary. 

 

DISPLAY UPON SWITCHING ON 

 

The CPU carries out a test of the keyboard turning all LEDs on while the display shows 

the sw version. 

E.g.: 

 
 Ready_SFT_BOOT 

SW. Ver. 02.00 
 

 

  Model 1 (Water) 
     READY 

 

 

 

In case of machine malfunction, your technician will always have to mention the 

software version, as well as the machine serial number on the identification plate, in 

order to take the best advantage of Technical Service. 

 

 



 

AVAILABLE COMMANDS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

KEY 

 

For the sake of simplicity, this manual uses some abbreviations that are also listed in 

the wiring diagram: 

 

 

IMS : Magnetic safety switch 

TRA : Current transformer 

PR : Pressure Switch 

RTL : Slow beater motor thermal relay 

RTV  : Quick TTL beater motor thermal relay 

RTC : Compressor beater motor thermal relay 

TTL : Slow beater motor contactor 

TTV : Quick beater motor contactor 

TTX : Auxiliary solenoid starter 

TTC : Compressor motor contactor 

EVF : Cooling solenoid valve 

MC : Compressor motor 

MA : Beater motor 

EVW   : Water Inlet solenoid valve 

 

 

  



 

TEC PROBE POSITION 

 

 

Front  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TEC  
 
IC155-004219 

 
 
(IC572910101) 

 

 

 



 

FUNCTIONS 

STOP 
 

 
 

 

In this function, the machine is not working and the relevant red LED is on. The 

display shows: 

       STOP 
 

 

 

It is possible to set the automatic turning off of the display after 3’ (set by the 

technician) of inactivity. The display turns on when any button is pressed.  

 

EVENT AND METER DISPLAYING 

 

Hold the Stop button pressed while the machine is in Stop mode to enable: 

 

- reading the events by releasing the Button after 3” (namely when the display 

reads “**READ EVENTS**”). Refer to the EVENT paragraph.  

 **LEGGI EVENTI** 
 

 

 

- reading machine counters by releasing the Button after 8” (namely when the 

display reads “****METERS****”). Meters will be displayed for a few seconds:  

MA beater hours, MC compressor hours. After 5” it will go back to Stop mode.  

 ***CONTATORI*** 
 

 

 
  



 

PROCESS METER RESET 

 

The machine can store the number of times a specific cycle was carried out by means 

of suitable meters.   

To reset these meters, press the Stop button  on machine start. The display will 

read the message “Recipe Meter Reset”. 

 Recipe Meter      
   Reset 

 

AUTO-DEFROST 

 

If a Freezing cycle with HoT>40 is interrupted by the pressing of the Stop Button, the 

machine will automatically start (after it goes back to Stop mode) a cylinder defrost 

operation (MC + EVC activation) after which standard operation can be resumed.  

The defrost phase starts with a delay of 5 seconds compared to the shift to Stop. 

The defrost phase is carried out even when the Delayed Cleaning function is 

interrupted. In this case, the defrost phase starts as soon as the machine switches to 

Stop mode, without waiting for any delay. 

The display shows: 

 AUTODEFROST 0:59 
Wait ... 

 

 

 

Function is completed when the timer displayed on the 1st line times out, because 

Stop Button was pressed or in case of alarm. 

Hot activation times can be programmed (refer to Technician Programming). 

 
 
 
  



 

 

CLEANING 
 

 
 

 

If Cleaning button is pressed, the display shows: 

 * CLEAN 
  HOT CLEAN 

 

 

Select the desired function with the Increase/Decrease buttons and press OK to activate 

it. 

The available functions are: 

- Clean 

- Hot clean 

- Dry clean 

- Water Filling 

- Delayed Cleaning 

 

Clean 

In this function, only the slow beater is activated for 1 minute, then the machine 

automatically sets back to STOP in order to avoid excessive wear of cylinder and beater; 

the display shows the decreasing timer on the top line and the speed on the bottom 

line. 

   TIMER  01:00 
   SPEED  01 

 

 

Press the Increase button to activate the quick beater. The timer keeps counting: 

   TIMER  01:00 
   SPEED  02 

 

 

It is possible to restore slow beating by pressing the Decrease button. 

 

Hot clean 

MA is activated at speed 1 (it can be edited from 1 to 2), MC and EVC are also 

activated for 1’.  

TEC temperature is checked. If TEC is above 60°C, MC and EVC are deactivated until 

temperature decreases by 2°C. 

 



 

 

Dry clean 

MC and EVC are activated (at speed 0, which cannot be edited) for 1’ 

 

 
Water Filling 

 

The display shows: 

 Set   L  00.00 
      OK ?  

 Set   qty  00.00 
      OK ?  

 

 

 

Set the amount of water to supply (in number of liters) using the Increase and 

Decrease buttons. 

 Set   L  01.00 
      OK ?  

 Set   qty  01.00 
      OK ?  

 

 

 

Press OK to activate water dispensing.  

 Set   L  01.00 
Water L  00.00 

 Set   qty  01.00 
Water qty  00.00       

 

 

 

 

When the counter reaches the set quantity, the machine sets to stop.  

  



 

DELAYED CLEANING 

 

This program allows storing the ice cream residues left inside cylinder at the end of 

freezing, in order to ensure the hygienic safety during prolonged production stand-by 

periods. 

TTC+EVF outputs are enabled until TEC > Set + 3°C fixed. They are disabled when TEC 

< = Set. 

The default storage set is -5°C, and can be edited in step T22 "SetCool.Del.Clean". 

 

The display shows: 

 

      00:00:35 
  DEL. CLEAN. 

 

 

in the first line the time elapsed from cycle start, and in the second line the name of 

the program. 

By pressing the Cleaning button, the display shows the storage Set on the first line and 

the TEC temperature on the second line, and the Increase/Decrease buttons turn on at 

the same time to indicate that the Set can be modified: 

    SET -05°C 
   TEC -02°C 

 

 

  

When Stop button is pressed, the machine runs the Auto-Defrost cycle. 

 

 

  



 

 

INCREASE 

 

 

 
 

 

This increases the values that can be edited for those functions where this is 

permitted, e.g. the consistency set in the freezing cycle. 

Moreover, it allows changing Beating speed in Cleaning and Extraction functions. 

 

 

DECREASE 

 

 

 
 

 

This decreases the values that can be edited for those functions where this is 

permitted, e.g. the consistency set in the freezing cycle. 

The long pressure upon machine start allows carrying out autosetup. 

It is also used to reset alarm messages. 

Moreover, it allows changing Beating speed in Cleaning and Extraction functions. 

 

 

OK BUTTON 
 

 
 

 
 
If pressed when viewing the menus, this starts up the selected cycle. 

It is used during cycles to confirm that ingredients have been introduced or to confirm 

the continuing of a process after the Stop button has been pressed. 

Keeping the button pressed during a pause (timer) or heating allows skipping to the 

next phase. 

 
 



 

WATER DELIVERY 
 

 
 

 

IT can be accessed from any function. 

The relevant LED turns on, EVW is activated for a fixed time of 3’ or until Stop or the 

Water Button is pressed. 

 

Water Delivery Time Storage 

If the Water Delivery Button is pressed for approx. 3" (until you hear a "beep") during 

water delivery, this latter is stopped and the time elapsed since its activation is 

stored.  

When the sprayer is used again, the delivery time will be the stored one. 

To increase time, use user step U14. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

GELATO PRODUCTION 
 

 
 

 

If the Gelato Production button  is pressed the display will read: 

 

  * GELATO 
   SORBETTO   

 

 

Use the Increase and Decrease buttons to move the asterisk selecting the required 

cycle. 

The available cycle are: 

- Gelato 

- Sorbet 

- Slush Fruit 

- Gelato Crystal 

- Fruit Crystal  

- Icecream* 

 

 

Press  to activate the selected cycle.  

 

 

 
* The Icecream cycle can be viewed only if enabled in step T06 "IceCream Enable" 

  



 

 

GELATO AND SHERBET 

The product is cooled in the cylinder till its consistency value (HoT) is reached. 

Depending on the chosen cycle, Gelato or Sherbet, a proper HoT consistency Set is 

automatically set. 

 

TTL and TTC+EVF outputs are enabled. 

In case of Gelato cycle the display shows: 

     SET  100 
 GELATO  005 

 

 

 

While in case of Sherbet Cycle: 

     SET  060 
SHERBET  005 

 

 

SET =  indicates the consistency to be reached (Set HoT). 

The Set can be modified by pressing the Increase/Decrease button and the 

changes are memorized 

GELATO / SHERBET = indicates the current (HoT) consistency 

 

By pressing the Production button , the display shows the timers: 

 060   20:00  020 
 GELATO  033 

 

 

The display shows the HoT Timer on the first left line, the Timeout Prd in the middle 

and the TEC temperature on the right side. The second line shows the current HoT. 

The Timeout Prd is counted only until HoT < Threshold HoT (see steps T07 - Threshold 

HOT G. for the Gelato Cycle and T09 - Threshold HOT S. for the Sorbetto cycles). 

After exceeding the Threshold, the Timer HoT will be considered instead (T08 - Timer 

HoT Gelato for the Gelato cycle and T10 - Timer HoT Sorb. for the Sorbetto cycle). 

To go back to the initial page, press the Production button again . 
 

  



 

 
Cycle End 

 

Once the desired consistency is reached (Set HoT) beater continues running, while 

compressor and EVF turn off for 20 seconds (fixed) with an intermittent sound to 

indicate that ice cream is ready. From now on it is no longer possible to change the Set 

HoT.  

For the Gelato cycle, the display shows: 

     SET  100 
 GELATO  100 

 

 

If the ice cream is not extracted, when 20” are over both the MC and the EVF will be 

activated again until reaching the consistency (acoustic sound off as long as the 

machine is in cooling mode). 

 
Extraction 

 

Press the Cleaning  button to extract. 

For the Gelato cycle, the display shows: 

   TIMER   02:59 
   SPEED  01 

 

 
The first line shows the 3-minute timer (can be set in step T57) and the second one 

the extraction speed. 

Press Increase to enable Speed 2 (high), while press Decrease to enable Speed 1 

(low). 

Press Production button to enable Cooled Extraction for 20". 
 
 
HoT Timer 
 

It is activated when the HoT value exceeds the Hot Threshold (that can be set). 

The Timer is reset every time a consistency increase is detected. If the consistency does 

not increase until the time is over, the buzzer rings intermittently and MC and EVF are 

disabled for 20’’. 

If the product is not extracted, after 20’’ the buzzer goes off and the cycle is resumed.  

  



 

Timeout Prd 

 

When the Timeout Prd is over (calculated only if HoT < HoT threshold) the machine 

switches to Stop mode and the display shows the alarm: 

   Timeout Prd    
 

 

 
  



 

SLUSH FRUIT  

TTL and TTC+EVF outputs are enabled. 

The MC is always running except for the last minute while MA is activated 15” every 

10”. 

 

The display shows: 

 

      SET  10:00 
SLUSH 09:56 

 

 

 

SET are the total minutes of the freezing cycle. This time can be changed, during 

freezing, using Increase/Decrease in increments of 1 minute, from a minimum of 2 to 

a maximum of 20 minutes.  

SLUSH is the decreasing time. 

The last minute of freezing cycle will only be beating. 

At the end of freezing, an intermittent beep will be emitted. 

Press the Cleaning Button to move to the Cleaning function. 

 



 

GELATO CRYSTAL and GELATO FRUIT CRYSTAL  

 

The product is brought to the right consistency for 5 times.  

The consistency Set is by default 60 for Gelato Crystal: 

    SET  060 
CRYSTAL 046 

 

and 50 for Fruit Crystal: 

     SET  060 
FR.CRYS. 046 

 

 

The set can be changed using the Increase/Decrease buttons (minimum settable 

value = 35).  

Every time consistency is reached, the compressor is deactivated for 20" (fixed) 

before bringing the product back to the right consistency.  

The beater is always active with freezing speed. 

 

Once the product has reached the consistency for 5 times, MC + EVF are activated 

cyclically for 5 seconds ON and 45 seconds OFF for a total of 2 activations (fixed). The 

beater is always active with freezing speed. 

From this phase the LEDs of the Increase/Decrease buttons will turn off and it is no 

longer possible to change the Set HoT. 

 

The display eventually shows "Extract" (until next function change) and an 

intermittent acoustic signal is activated. 

 

    EXTRACT! 
CRYSTAL 062 

 

 

Alternated with: 

    SET  060 
CRYSTAL 062 

 

 

 

The product is kept at the right consistency with the same cyclical activations as the 

previous phase.  

The consistency check is also carried out: if HOT>Set HoT cooling will not be 

reactivated until HoT value drops below the Set. 

Also in this phase, the beater is always active with freezing speed. 

  



 

 

Extraction 

Press the OK button  to extract. 

In this way the machine switches from freezing to extraction speed (and vice versa) 

while the product continues to be maintained in Production mode in the Crystal 

function. 

When the button used to activate extraction speed is pressed, the acoustic signal 

stops and after 1 minute: 

- if the function was not changed or if the extraction speed has not been disabled 

yet, the machine automatically switches to the freezing speed, the acoustic 

signal is activated again and the display starts flashing. 

- if the speed had already been switched to the freezing speed manually, but the 

machine is still in Production mode, the acoustic signal is activated again. 

Whenever the operator activates extraction speed by pressing the OK button, the one-

minute timer starts again. 

The OK button LED remains on when extraction speed is activated. 

 
 
 
Timer in Gelato Crystal and Fruit Crystal cycles 
 
When the HoT exceeds the threshold (programmable) the Crystal HoT timers are 

activated. In particular: 

Gelato Crystal uses T31 “TimerHoT G.Cryst” 

Fruit Crystal uses T32 “TimerHoT F.Cryst” 

 

When the time is over the machine acts as if the consistency had been reached: the 

compressor is deactivated for 20" (fixed), then the next attempt is carried out. 

After 20" the buzzer turns off and the cycle is reactivated.  

  



 

ICECREAM  

 
 
The IceCream cycle is a high-speed freezing cycle that has to be carried out 

with 3E Beater. 

The product is cooled inside cylinder until consistency is reached (HoT), at high speed. 

This cycle can be viewed only if enabled in step T06 "IceCream Enable". 

The delta set in step T26 "DeltaTrim.IceCr." is applied to the trimmer for HoT 

calculation. 

 

TTV+TTX and TTC+EVF outputs are enabled. 

The display shows: 

       SET  100 
 ICECREAM  005 

 

 

 

SET =  indicates the consistency to be reached (Set HoT). 

The Set can be modified by pressing the Increase/Decrease button and the 

changes are memorized 

GELATO = indicates the current (HoT) consistency 

 

By pressing the Production  button, the display shows the timers: 

 060   20:00  020 
 ICECREAM  033 

 

 

The display shows the HoT Timer on the first left line, the Timeout Prd in the middle 

and the TEC temperature on the right side. The second line shows the current HoT. 

The Timeout Prd is counted only until HoT < Threshold HoT (see steps T27 “Threshold 

HOT IceCr”). After exceeding the Threshold, the Timer HoT will be considered instead 

(T08 - Timer HOT GELATO). 

To go back to the initial page, press the Production button  again. 
 

  



 

 
Cycle End 

 

Once the desired consistency is reached (Set HoT) beater continues running, while 

compressor and EVF turn off for 20 seconds (fixed) with an intermittent sound to 

indicate that ice cream is ready. From now on it is no longer possible to change the Set 

HoT.  

For the Gelato cycle, the display shows: 

       SET  100 
 ICECREAM  100 

 

 

     EXTRACT! 
  ICECREAM  100 

 

 

If the ice cream is not extracted, when 20” are over both MC and EVF will be activated 

again until reaching the consistency (acoustic sound off as long as the machine is in 

cooling mode). 

 
 
Extraction 

 

Press the Cleaning button  to extract. 

 
 
  



 

 
 
HoT Timer 
 

It is activated when the HoT value exceeds the HoT IceCream threshold (that can be 

set). 

The Timer is reset every time a consistency increase is detected. If the consistency does 

not increase until the time is over, the buzzer rings intermittently and MC and EVF are 

disabled for 20’’. 

If the product is not extracted, after 20’’ the buzzer goes off and the cycle is resumed.  

 

Timeout Prd 

 

When the Timeout Prd is over (calculated only if HoT < HoT threshold) the machine 

switches to Stop mode and the display shows the alarm: 

   Timeout Prd    
 

 

 

 

Extraction 

Upon shifting to Extraction, the high speed is kept, which can be edited with the 

Increase/Decrease buttons. 

  



 

GELATO WF PRODUCTION 
 

 
 

 
 

If the Gelato Water Filling Production button  is pressed the display will read: 

 

  * GELATO WF 
   SORBETTO WF 

 

 

Use the Increase and Decrease buttons to move the asterisk selecting the required 

cycle. 

The available cycle are: 

- Gelato WF 

- Sorbet WF 

- Gelato Milk 

- Gelato HOT WF 

- Sorbet HOTWF  

- Gel Milk HOT 

Press  to activate the selected cycle. 

 
Extract (all Gelato cycles) 

When an acoustic warning is activated to signal that the ice cream is ready, the 

display shows the message "EXTRACT!" on the first line alternated with the Set HoT. 

  



 

 
Gelato WF 

 

The display shows: 

 Set lt/qt  00.00 
      OK ?  

 

 

 

Set the amount of water to supply (in number of liters) using the Increase and 

Decrease buttons. 

 Set lt/qt  01.00 
      OK ?  

 

 

 

Press OK to activate water dispensing. When the counter reaches half of the set 

quantity, dispensing stops and the display shows. 

     Solids? 
 

 

 

 

Press OK to activate MA and insert the solids (powders). 

Once the solids have been inserted, the display shows: 

   End Solids? 
 

 

 

 

Press OK to activate water delivery for the remaining half. 

At the end of dispensing the machine sets to Beating, Beating time can be changed 

using the Increase/Decrease buttons from 1 to 4’: 

    Beating 
  TIMER  02:59     

 

 

 

The set time is stored. 

At the end of beating (or by pressing OK), the machine will begin freezing. 

     SET  100 
 GELATO  043 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

SORBETTO WF 

Like Gelato cycle but using the Sorbetto cycle parameters for freezing. 

 

 

Gelato Milk 

Like Gelato cycle but it shows the following message: 

    1/2 Milk ? 
 

 

 

both at cycle start and after solid insertion. 

 

 
 

Gelato HOT WF 

 

The "HOT" cycles are used for hot processes.  

The cycle is similar to Gelato WF but at the beginning the temperature is set: 

     SET  050 °C 
      OK ?        

 

 

it can be changed using Increase/Decrease, then press OK.  

The display shows the number of liters that can still be changed using 

Increase/Decrease: 

 Set lt/qt  00.40 
      OK ?  

 

 

Press OK to activate water dispensing. 

When the counter reaches half of the set quantity, dispensing stops and the display 

shows. 

     Solids? 
 

 

 

Press OK to activate MA (+ heating) and insert the solids (powders). 

Once the solids have been inserted, the display shows: 

   End Solids? 
 

 

 

Press OK to activate water delivery for the remaining half. 

3’ beating is activated (+heating). The display shows: 



 

    Beating   
  TIMER  03:00 

 

 

At the end of Beating (or by pressing OK) the machine sets to Heating (MA, MC, EVC 

ON): 

    SET  050 °C 
   MIX  010 °C     

 

 

Once the set is reached, the machine sets to Cooling to 4°C 

    SET  004 °C 
   MIX  051 °C     

 

 

Once 4°C are reached, the machine starts freezing. 

     SET  100 
 GELATO  043 

 

 

 

SORBETTO HOT WF 

Like Gelato HOT with Sorbetto parameters and hot process. 

 

 
Gelato Milk HOT 

Like Gelato Milk but with hot process. 

  



 

GELATO HOT PRODUCTION 
 

 
 

If the Gelato HOT  Production button is pressed the display will read: 

  * GELATO HOT 
   GELATO HOTAGE 

 

Use the Increase and Decrease buttons to move the asterisk selecting the required 

cycle. 

The available cycle are: 

- Gelato HOT 

- Gelato HOT AGE  

- Gelato HOT COLD 

- ICECREAM HOT* 

- ICECREAM HOT AGE* 

- ICECREAM HOT COLD* 

Press  to activate the selected cycle. 

 

* ICECREAM cycles can be viewed only if enabled in step T06 "IceCream Enable" 

In these cycles, when TEC is greater than 40°C, the following message is displayed: 

"ATTENTION HOT!" alternating with the SET temperature. 

 

     SET  085 °C 
    MIX  042 °C   

 

 

 WARNING HOT 
    MIX  042 °C   

 

 

Note for HOT and HOT AGE cycles:  

If the cycle does not include a hot thermostating pause (Set greater than/equal to 

85°C), heating is turned off at the Set temperature. 

Otherwise, heating is deactivated at the Set temperature +2° and throughout the 

pause it is reactivated when TEC becomes less than/equal to the Set until it 

reaches Set+2°. 

Gelato HOT  



 

 

Pasteurization cycle that automatically ends with a Gelato cycle. 

In Heating mode, it is possible to set the pasteurization temperature (SET) with 

Increase/Decrease keys. If modified, the SET is saved in step T03 "Set Heating" 

(used also in the Gelato HOT AGE cycle). 

 

The display shows in the first line the temperature set to reach and in the second 

line the mix current temperature: 

 

     SET  085 °C 
    MIX  020 °C  

 

 

When the heating set has been reached, if necessary, the pasteurization pause 

will be performed. The pause duration is automatically calculated according to the 

heating set (for example 84°C pause for 1', 65°C pause for 30 minutes). 

The display shows in the first line the conservation set and the decreasing timer of 

pause duration. For example, with set at 65°:  

 

 SET 065°C  29:59 
    MIX  065 °C  

 

 

At the end of the pause, or directly at the end of heating, cooling is activated if 

the set is equal to or greater than 85°. The display shows: 

 

     SET  004 °C 
    MIX  085 °C  

 

 

Note: By pressing and holding button  pressed for a few seconds during 

heating or pause, the machine directly shifts to cooling phase. 

 

Once the temperature has reached 4°C (Set in step T04 "Set Cooling"), the 

machine will automatically switch to Gelato cycle showing the consistency Set to 

be reached in the first line and the current consistency in the second line: 

 

     SET  100 
 GELATO  042  

 



 

GELATO HOT AGE  

 

Pasteurization cycle that automatically ends with an aging cycle. In Heating mode, 

it is possible to set the pasteurization temperature (SET) with Increase/Decrease 

keys. If modified, the SET is saved in step T03 "Set Heating" (used also in the 

Gelato HOT cycle). 

 

The display shows in the first line the temperature set to reach and in the second 

line the mix current temperature: 

     SET  085 °C 
    MIX  020 °C  

 

 

When the heating set has been reached, if necessary, the pasteurization pause 

will be performed. The pause duration is automatically calculated according to the 

heating set (for example 84°C pause for 1', 65°C pause for 30 minutes). 

The display shows in the first line the conservation set and the decreasing timer of 

pause duration. For example, with set at 65°: 

 SET 065°C  29:59 
    MIX  065 °C  

 

 

At the end of the pause, or directly at the end of heating, cooling is activated if 

the set is equal to or greater than 85°. The display shows: 

     SET  004 °C 
    MIX  085 °C  

 

Note: By pressing and holding button  pressed for a few seconds during 

heating or pause, the machine directly shifts to cooling phase. 

 

Once 4°C are reached (Set in step T04 "Set Cooling") the display shows: 

     Gelato ? 
    MIX  004 °C  

 

The product is kept at 4° until user presses OK   

The machine switches to Gelato cycle showing the consistency Set to be reached 

in the first line and the current consistency in the second line: 

     SET  100 
 GELATO  042  

 

 



 

GELATO HOT COLD  

 

Cycle consisting of a heating phase immediately followed by a cooling phase, 

which automatically ends with an aging cycle. 

In Heating mode, it is possible to modify the temperature (SET) with the 

Increase/Decrease buttons, independently of the HOT and HOT AGE cycles. 

If modified, the SET is saved in step T21 "Set Heat.HotCold". 

 

The display shows in the first line the temperature set to reach and in the second 

line the mix current temperature: 

 

     SET  085 °C 
    MIX  020 °C  

 

 

When the heating set is reached, the machine immediately switches to the cooling 

phase. In this cycle the pause is never carried out, independently of the heating 

temperature Set. The display shows: 

 

     SET  004 °C 
    MIX  085 °C  

 

 

Note: By pressing and holding button  pressed for a few seconds during 

heating, the machine directly shifts to cooling phase. 

 

Once 4°C are reached (Set in step T04 "Set Cooling") the display shows: 

 

     Gelato ? 
    MIX  004 °C  

 

The product is kept at 4° until user presses OK   

The machine switches to Gelato cycle showing the consistency Set to be reached 

in the first line and the current consistency in the second line: 

 

     SET  100 
 GELATO  042  

 



 

ICECREAM HOT  

 

Pasteurization cycle that automatically ends with an Icecream cycle. 

In Heating mode, it is possible to set the pasteurization temperature (SET) with 

Increase/Decrease keys. If modified, the SET is saved in step T28 

"IceCreamHeat." (used also in the ICECREAM HOT AGE cycle). 

 

The display shows in the first line the temperature set to reach and in the second 

line the mix current temperature: 

 

     SET  085 °C 
    MIX  020 °C  

 

 

When the heating set has been reached, if necessary, the pasteurization pause 

will be performed. The pause duration is automatically calculated according to the 

heating set (for example 84°C pause for 1', 65°C pause for 30 minutes). 

The display shows in the first line the conservation set and the decreasing timer of 

pause duration. For example, with set at 65°:  

 

 SET 065°C  29:59 
    MIX  065 °C  

 

 

At the end of the pause, or directly at the end of heating, cooling is activated if 

the set is equal to or greater than 85°. The display shows: 

 

     SET  004 °C 
    MIX  085 °C  

 

 

Note: By pressing and holding button  pressed for a few seconds during 

heating or pause, the machine directly shifts to cooling phase. 

Once the temperature has reached 4°C (Set in step T30 "IceCreamCool."), the 

machine will automatically switch to Icecream cycle showing the consistency Set 

to be reached in the first line and the current consistency in the second line: 

 

      SET  100 
ICECREAM  042  

 



 

ICECREAM HOT AGE  

 

Pasteurization cycle that automatically ends with an aging cycle. 

In Heating mode, it is possible to set the pasteurization temperature (SET) with 

Increase/Decrease keys. If modified, the SET is saved in step T28 

"IceCreamHeat." (used also in the ICECREAM HOT cycle). 

 

The display shows in the first line the temperature set to reach and in the second 

line the mix current temperature: 

     SET  085 °C 
    MIX  020 °C  

 

 

When the heating set has been reached, if necessary, the pasteurization pause 

will be performed. The pause duration is automatically calculated according to the 

heating set (for example 84°C pause for 1', 65°C pause for 30 minutes). 

The display shows in the first line the conservation set and the decreasing timer of 

pause duration. For example, with set at 65°: 

 SET 065°C  29:59 
    MIX  065 °C  

 

 

At the end of the pause, or directly at the end of heating, cooling is activated if 

the set is equal to or greater than 85°. The display shows: 

     SET  004 °C 
    MIX  085 °C  

 

Note: By pressing and holding button  pressed for a few seconds during 

heating or pause, the machine directly shifts to cooling phase. 

 

Once 4°C are reached (Set in step T30 "IceCreamCool.")  

the display shows: 

     IceCream? 
    MIX  004 °C  

 

The product is kept at 4° until user presses OK   

The machine switches to Icecream cycle showing the consistency Set to be 

reached in the first line and the current consistency in the second line: 

      SET  100 
 ICECREAM 042  

 



 

ICECREAM HOT COLD  

 

Cycle consisting of a heating phase immediately followed by a cooling phase, 

which automatically ends with an aging cycle. 

In Heating mode, it is possible to modify the temperature (SET) with the 

Increase/Decrease buttons, independently of the HOT and HOT AGE cycles. 

If modified, the SET is saved in step T29 "Heat.IceC.HotCold". 

 

The display shows in the first line the temperature set to reach and in the second 

line the mix current temperature: 

 

     SET  085 °C 
    MIX  020 °C  

 

 

When the heating set is reached, the machine immediately switches to the cooling 

phase. In this cycle the pause is never carried out, independent of the heating 

temperature Set. The display shows: 

 

     SET  004 °C 
    MIX  085 °C  

 

 

Note: By pressing and holding button  pressed for a few seconds during 

heating, the machine directly shifts to cooling phase. 

 

Once 4°C are reached (Set in step T30 "IceCreamCool.")  

the display shows: 

 

     IceCream? 
    MIX  004 °C  

 

The product is kept at 4° until user presses OK   

The machine switches to Icecream cycle showing the consistency Set to be 

reached in the first line and the current consistency in the second line: 

 

      SET  100 
 ICECREAM 042  

 

  



 

 
 
 

EXTRACTION 
 

 
 

 

This function can be accessed at the end of all Gelato and Sorbet cycles (including the 

HOT, WF and Crystal cycles). 

In this function the relevant LED turns on, only the slow beater motor is activated and 

the display shows time countdown. 

 

   TIMER  03:00 
     Speed 1 

 

 

To stop beating, press STOP or wait 3' (can be set in step T57 - “Extraction Timer”). 

 

From the Extraction mode it is possible to access the Cooling Extraction function by 

pressing the Production button. In this case the Production LED turns on and the MC is 

activated for 20'' (fixed) at the end of which the machine goes back to simple extraction, 

unless the total extraction timer is over, in which case the machine shifts to STOP mode. 

 

Press the Increase button to activate quick beating. It is possible to re-activate slow 

beating by pressing the Decrease button. 

 



 

ALARMS 

 

The machine signals possible alarms by displaying them on line two and flashing the 

message on the display. 

If an alarm was triggered and then reset, the alarm remains visible on the display in a 

steady way (not flashing). 

To delete the message after restoring the alarm, press the Decrease button .  If 

the alarm will not reset, this means it is still active. 

Alarms are listed in the table below: 

ALARM 

 

DESCRIPTION 

Alarm PR Pressure Switch 

This alarm stops the compressor.  

If pressure switch trips 3 times in a row or if it stays open for 2 

consecutive minutes, the machine sets to Stop. The display 

reads “Alarm PR”.  

Check the inlet and outlet water pipes to make sure that water 

can flow freely when the compressor is operating.  

For machines with air-cooled condensers, it is necessary to 

make sure that the condenser fan is running while the beater is 

switched on, or that the air-cooled condenser is not clogged; if 

this is the case, clean the condenser with a blast of compressed 

air. 

 

Alarm RTC Compressor thermal relay 

When the Compressor thermal relay triggers, all outputs 

deactivate and the machine sets to Stop. The display reads 

“Alarm RTC” until the alarm is active. 

 

Alarm RTL Slow beater thermal relay 

When the Slow beater thermal relay triggers, all outputs 

deactivate and the machine sets to Stop. The display reads 

“Alarm RTL” until the alarm is active. 

 



 

Alarm RTV Quick beater thermal relay 

When the Quick beater thermal relay triggers, all outputs 

deactivate and the machine sets to Stop. The display reads 

“Alarm RTV” until the alarm is active. 

Alarm TEC "TEC" temperature probe switched off or short-circuited. 

Active alarm in Heating and Delayed Cleaning cycles. 

This alarm triggers machine Stop.  

As long as alarm is active, none of the above-listed cycles can 

be started.  

Check TEC temperature probe and replace it if necessary. 

 

Alarm TES TES safety thermostat 

When the TES Safety Thermostat trips, the machine enters 

STOP mode and the display reads “TES Alarm”. 

 

Power Off Power Off 

The power off is recorded only in the events. 

Spigot Open 
 

Magnetic safety switch (IMS) or Spigot Open 

No matter the function it is in, the machine sets to Stop. 

In Programming, the spigot open is not signaled.  

When the spigot door is closed the wording "Spigot Open" 

disappears from the display. 

Power On          Power On 

After a blackout the display shows “Power On”.  

If the machine requires autodefrost, the alarm appears only for 

a few second and then the Autodefrost display is shown.  

Timeout Product. Timeout Product.(Cooling difficulties) 

It is triggered when the machine cooling is faulty. If 

compressor remains on continuously for over 15', during 

cooling, and HoT does not reach the threshold of the relevant 

cycle, the machine sets to Stop with displayed "Timeout 

Product." alarm. It can be reset by pressing the Decrease 

button.  

One of the possible causes for this type of problem could be no 

gas in the system. 

  



 

POWER ON 

 

In case of blackout, the machine will behave differently based on the function it was 

carrying out upon blackout. 

 

Once power is restored, from Stop, Cleaning, Extraction and Dry Filling functions, 

the machine restarts in Stop mode without displaying any indication.  

 

From the Production (Gelato or Slush) functions, as soon as power is restored, the 

machine starts again in Stop mode with "Power On" indication on the display. 

 

For the HOT cycles: 

 

- From the Heating and/or Pause cycle, the machine sets back to Heating, 

displaying “Power On”. 

 

- From the Cooling cycle, the machine sets back to Cooling if the Time/Temp 

parameters are included in the ones relevant to the Power Off table, displaying 

“Power On”. 

 

- From the Cooling cycle, the machine sets back to Heating if the Time/Temp 

parameters are NOT included in the ones relevant to Power Off table, displaying 

“Power On”. 

 

 

Blackout table 

 
TEC temperature 

 

Time 

>50°C 30 minutes 

49°C    15°C 10 minutes 

14°C    10°C 20 minutes 

9°C    4°C 2 hours 

 

  



 

PROGRAMMING FOR THE USER 

 

To access User Programming with the machine in Stop mode, press 

Stop and Decrease and hold them until the display shows: 

"Manager Menu" and the sw version. 

Then the display shows the first step U15 and its value. 

+  

 

 

The value can be changed using the Increase/Decrease buttons. 

 
 

The output is automatic without pressing any button after 30” or 

pressing the Cleaning button. 
 

 

 

STEP DISPLAY  Note U.M. MIN MAX TYPICAL 

       

U01 Hours  hr 0 23  

U02 Minutes  min 0 59  

U03 Day of the week  dd Sun sat  

U04 Day of the month  dd 1 31  

U05 Month  mm 1 12  

U06 Year  yyyy 2000 2099  

U07 Language Ita, Eng, Fra, Deu, Esp, 

Jpn 

no. Ita Jpn ITA 

U08 Fahrenheit  Y/N No Yes No 

U09 Quart  Y/N No Yes No 

U14 Water Time EVW Sec 015 300 180 

U15 Timer BackLight  Min 000 030 003 

 

  



 

 

Step 
 

Description 

U01 Hours  

Hour setting. 

U02 Minutes  

Minutes setting. 

U03 Day of the week  

Week day setting. 

U04 Day of the month  

Month day setting. 

U05 Month  

Month setting. 

U06 Year  

Year setting. 

U07 Language  

Language setting.  

U08 Fahrenheit 

°C (No) / °F (Yes) setting.  

U09 Quart 

Liters (No) / Quart (Yes) setting.  

1 Quart = 946ml. The display of the liters is Lt while Qt is for the Quart. 

U14 Water Time 

Water delivery time. 

U15 Timer BackLight 

With the machine in Stop mode, the display (backlighting) turns off after a 

certain amount of time of inactivity. This time, in minutes, can be set in this 

step.  

If this step is set to 0, display backlighting is always on. 

Press any button to re-activate display backlighting.   

 



 

TECHNICAL PROGRAMMING 

To access Technical Programming with the machine in Stop mode, 

press Stop and Decrease and hold then until the display shows: 

*****PROG*****.  

Then the display shows the first step and the relevant value.     

 

+  

 

 

The value can be changed using the Increase/Decrease buttons. 

 
 

Press Stop to access the next step. 

 
 

The output is automatic without pressing any button after 30” or 

pressing the Cleaning button. 
 

 



 

Version Ready_SFT_BOOT_02.08.mot 

Step Display Unit of  

Measurement 

Min Max Model1 

Ready 

W 

Model2 

Ready 

A 

Testing 

Value 

T03 Set Heating °C 065 090 085 085  

T04 Set Cooling °C 000 004 004 004  

T05 Hot Gas sec 000 120 010 010  

T06 IceCream Enable Yes/No No Yes Yes Yes  

T07 Threshold HoT G N 010 090 050 050  

T08 Timer HoT GELATO sec 010 180 060* 095*  

T09 Threshold HoT S. N 010 090 040 040  

T10 Timer HoT Sorb. sec 010 180 050* 080*  

T11 Delay MV-EVC sec 000 120 000 060  

T12 Trimmer HoT N 010 255 100 100  

T13 Trimmer HoT Sorb N 010 255 118 118  

T15 Trimm. HOT Cryst N 010 255 185 185  

T16 Timeout Prd min 000 030 020 020  

T18 Set Heat. HOT WF °C 004 090 050 050  

T19 Set Heat. HOTWF 
S. 

°C 004 090 030 030  

T21 Set Heat. HotCold °C 005 090 085 085  

T22 Set Cool. Del. 
Cleaning 

°C -20 000 -05 -05  

T24 DeltaTrim.Ex.Min N 000 060 015 015  

T25 
Extra Min 
Threshold N 000 050 010 010  

T26 DeltaTrim.IceCr. N -050 050 -010 -010  

T27 
Threshold HOT 
IceCr 

N 010 090 065 065  

T28 IceCreamHeat. °C 065 090 085 085  

T29 Heat.IceC.HotCold °C 005 090 085 085  

T30 IceCreamCool. °C 000 004 004 004  

T31 TimerHoT G.Cryst Sec 010 360 120 190  

T32 TimerHoT F.Cryst Sec 010 360 100 160  

T33 Offset TEC °C -010 090 000 000  

T57 Extraction Timer min 001 006 003 003  



 

T75 Alarm PR1 N 000 020 003 003  

T83 GC After Cooling sec/10 000 020 005 005  

T86 Reset Counters N 000 005 000 000  

 

* for Ready 802 G model only, increase timer in steps T08 and T10 by 20 seconds 
 
Step 

 
Description 

T03 Heating Set 

Heating temperature in GELATO HOT and GELATO HOT AGE cycles. 

 

T04 Cooling Set 

Cooling temperature in GELATO HOT, GELATO HOT AGE and GELATO 

HOT COLD cycles. 

 

T05 Hot Gas 

If a Freezing cycle with HoT>40 is interrupted by the pressing of the Stop 

Button or blackout, the machine will automatically start (after it goes 

back to Stop mode) the cylinder defrost operation (MC + EVC activation 

for a time that can be set in this step) after which standard operation can 

be resumed. The function is called Autodefrost. 

 

T06 IceCream Enable 

If set to "Yes", it enables the Ice Cream cycle displaying inside the 

Gelato menu. Otherwise the cycle is hidden and cannot thus be run. 

 

T07 Threshold HoT G 

Timers are activated from this HoT value in GELATO cycle 

 



 

T08 Timer HoT GELATO 

Set of the Gelato cycle timer. 

Time elapsed since the last increase of Max HoT value.  

Effect: it deactivates compressor for timer activation. After 20” from 

disconnection, the HoT is read and the compressor re-activated to bring 

the ice cream to the consistency. 

 

T09 Threshold HoT S. 

Timers are activated from this Hot value in SORBETTO cycles. 

 

T10 Timer HoT Sorb. 

Set of the SORBETTO cycle timer. 

Time elapsed since the last increase of Max HoT value. Effect: it deactivates 

compressor for timer activation. After 20” from disconnection, the HoT is 

read and the compressor re-activated to bring the ice cream to the 

consistency. 

 

T11 MV-EVC delay 

Upon Cooling starting after a cooking cycle (Heating), MV (with MA) is 

activated and, once the delay set in this step has elapsed, the 

corresponding EV and MC are activated.  

If set to 000, delay will not be carried out. 

Warning: the step is calibrated differently according to the Air and 

Water version.  

Water : T11=0 

Air : T11>0  

 



 

T12 Trimmer HoT 

Epot trimmer calibration, used in Gelato cycle (Gelato Crystal 

excluded). 

This value is set for consistency calibration. 

If this value is increased, ice cream consistency decreases accordingly at 

the end of the freezing cycle. 

Warning: to edit this value it is necessary to check the absorption on the 

beater motor, making sure that it does not exceed 110% of the motor’s 

rated load value. 

 

T13 Trimmer HoT Sorb 

Epot Trimmer calibration, used in the SORBETTO cycles. 

This value is set for consistency calibration. 

If this value is increased, product consistency decreases accordingly at the 

end of the freezing cycle. 

 

T15 Trimm. HoT Cryst 

Epot Trimmer calibration, used in Gelato Crystal and Fruit Crystal 

cycles. 

This value is set for consistency calibration. 

If this value is increased, product consistency decreases accordingly at 

the end of the freezing cycle. 

 

T16 Timeout Prd 

It is triggered when the machine cooling is faulty. If compressor remains 

on continuously for over 20' (value programmed in this step), during 

cooling, and HoT does not reach a (fixed) Discriminant value, the 

machine sets to Stop with displayed "Timeout Prd" alarm. It can be 

reset by pressing any button.  

One of the possible causes for this type of problem could be no gas in the 

system. 

 

T18 Set Heat. HOT WF 

Temperature setting in Gelato HOT WF cycles. 

 



 

T19 Set Heat. HOTWF S. 

Temperature setting in Sorbetto HOT WF cycles. 

 

T21 Set Heat.HotCold 

Heating temperature in GELATO HOT COLD cycle 

 

T22 Set Cool. Del. Cleaning 

Cooling temperature in Delayed Cleaning function 

 

T24 DeltaTrim.Ex.Min  

Not used 

 

T25 Soglia Extra Min  

Not used 

 

T26 DeltaTrim.IceCr.  

The value set in this step is added to the value of T12 "Trimmer HOT" 

for the Trimmer calculation in the ICECREAM cycles. 

 

T27 Threshold HOT IceCr  

Timers are activated from this Hot value in ICECREAM cycle. 

 

T28 IceCreamHeat. 

Heating temperature in ICECREAM HOT and ICECREAM HOT AGE 

cycles. 

 

T29 Heat.IceC.HotCold 

Heating temperature in ICECREAM HOT, ICECREAM HOT AGE and 

ICECREAM HOT COLD cycles. 

 

T30 IceCreamCool. 

Heating temperature in ICECREAM HOT COLD cycle. 

 



 

T31 TimerHoT G.Cryst 

Set of the Gelato Crystal cycle timer. 

Time elapsed since the last increase of Max HOT value.  

Effect: it deactivates compressor for timer activation. After 20'' from the 

disconnection, the Hot value is read and the compressor is reactivated 

to reach the Gelato set consistency. 

It is generally equal to twice the value of Timer HoT Gelato (T08). 

 

T32 TimerHoT F.Cryst 

Set of the Fruit Crystal cycle timer. 

Time elapsed since the last increase of Max HOT value.  

Effect: it deactivates compressor for timer activation. After 20'' from the 

disconnection, the Hot value is read and the compressor is reactivated 

to reach the Product set consistency. 

It is generally equal to twice the value of Timer HoT Sorb. (T10) 

 

T33 Offset TEC 

This is the correction of TEC probe. 

 

T57 Timer Extraction 

It defines the duration (in minutes) of the extraction function that can be 

accessed at the end of all Gelato and Sorbet/Fruit cycles (including the 

HOT, WF and Crystal cycles). 

 

T75 Alarm PR1 

Number of pressure switch interventions to display the Pressure Switch 

alarm. 

To disable alarm, set step = 0. 

 

T83 GC After Cooling 

At the end of each cooling cycle (in Gelato or Extraction mode), as soon 

as EVF and MC turn off, EVC is enabled for a time (in tenths of a 

second) that can be set in this step. 

 



 

T86 Reset Counters 

0 = no operation 

1 = MC hour reset 

2 = MA hour reset 

3 = Recipe Counter reset 

4 = event reset 

5 = MC hour + MA hour + Recipe Counter reset 

 

Once set, upon exiting the setup procedure the step automatically sets 

back to 0. 

 

  



 

 

AUTOSETUP and MODELS 
 

 
 

 

If AUTOSETUP is necessary, it shall only be executed under the 

Manufacturer’s authorization. 

 

Following procedure sets all programmable values which are same as the ones 

indicated in the "Default" column in the programming table. 

To do that, it is necessary: 

 

 to unplug the machine; 

 

 keep the Decrease button pressed and power the machine again, the display 

shows AUTOSETUP  

 keep on pressing the button until the model version is displayed  

 

   Model 1 (Water) 
      READY 

 

 

 select the relevant model using Increase/Decrease: 

 Model 1: Ready (Water) 

 Model 2: Ready (Air) 

 Model 3: Not used  

 Model 4: Not used 

 
 

 

After a few seconds, the sw version appears and the autosetup ends. 

 

Warning: the autosetup resets the probe offset which will need to be delayed. 

 

  



 

 

PROCESS AUTOSETUP 
 

 
 

 

Pressing the Decrease Button  in the Stop mode for about 3" causes the 

autosetup of process values, which will be reset to the default value. 

The following message will be displayed: 

 

     AUTO-SETUP 
   PROCESSES 

 

 

The buzzer beeps intermittently. 

 

Whenever the sw is updated, perform Process Autosetup. 

 

Note: 

The temperature sets of the Heating and Cooling steps of the Hot, Hot Age, Hot Cold, 

Hot WF and Delayed Cleaning cycles are not reset with Process Autosetup, but by 

acting on the relevant steps in the technician programming table, or directly during 

the execution of the cycle in which they are used. 

  



 

EVENTS 

 

The machine has a large memory for saving the events (log).  

To read the events on the display, the machine has to be in Stop mode.  

 

Press Stop  and keep it pressed for about 3”. When the display shows:  
 
 **READ EVENTS** 

 
 

release the button. 

Then the display shows the event number and year for a while:  

 No.Ev.         
512    
Year 2015 

 

 

Then, it displays: 

 14:23:42   12 Oct   
     STOP 

 

 

the first line shows the date and time on which the event was logged, the second line 

shows the name of the event. 

Scroll through the events using Increase  (following event) and Decrease  
(previous event). 
 
To quit "Read events" press STOP or do not press any keys for 30 seconds”. 

Logged events are the various steps of cycles, alarms, function changes, power black-

outs. 

 

Autosetup procedure will NOT delete saved events. 

To delete the events, press Button  (while reading the events) till the display 

shows: 

  
  Reset Events 

 

 

  



 

PROBES CALIBRATION IN THE EVENT OF CONTROL UNIT REPLACEMENT 

 
If control unit is replaced, this procedure allows copying TEC probe setting from the 

old control unit to the new one. 

(Check if, with the control unit to be replaced duly powered, the display can still be 

read). 

In this case only, you can carry out the following probe calibration procedure. 

 

1) Stop the machine 

2) Press  and  at the same time, and keep them pressed for approx. 5". 

 

3) Release buttons as soon as display shows "Probe Setup".  

  
  Probe Setup      

 

 

 
4) Now the display shows TEC probe numerical values for approx. 30". For ex.: 

 TCQ TCM PZC  TEC 
561 408 +05 +001 

 

 
 
Note the first 3 values (TCQ-TCM-PZC) to set them on the new board. Each value 

blinks for 10” and then the display shows: 

 Save Setup ?? 
 

 

 

 
Do not press any key until the display returns to Stop. 

 

5) Replace the control unit and run an autosetup procedure. 

 

6) Repeat the procedure on the new control unit as follows: 

press  and  at the same time, and keep them pressed for approx. 5". 

 

7) Release the buttons as soon as display shows "Probe Setup".  

  
  Probe Setup      

 

 
8) Now the display shows TEC probe numerical values for approx. 30". For ex.: 



 

 TCQ TCM PZC  TEC 
561 408 +05 +001 

 

 
Set the previously-noted values by editing the relevant flashing value using the 

Increase/Decrease buttons and select it using the OK button . Each value 

flashes for 10”. 

 
 

9) Once the last value is set the display shows: 

  Save Setup ?? 
474 410 -17 +001 

 

 

 

press OK    to save. 

The procedure is complete. 

 



 

TRIMMER HoT GELATO CALIBRATION  
To calibrate the machine, cylinder must be filled with the maximum filling of liquid mix 

(see table on instruction manual) and the Gelato cycle must be selected. 

MA and MC are activated to let ice cream reach the correct consistency. 

Using a wattmeter, check motor absorption while ice cream hardens. 

When motor watt absorption (read by the wattmeter) reaches the sum of the no-load 

value + the value specified on table (or the total value specified on electric box plate), 

ice cream has reached the correct consistency; store the value in step T12 Trimmer 

HoT.  
 

Machine Power delta upon disconnection (compared to no-load 

power) 

Ready 20 30 1200 W 

Ready 30 45 and 302 

G 

2000 W 

Ready 60 90 and 502 

G 

3000 W 

Ready 802 G 3500 W 

 

The no-load value + motor absorption value with HOT=100 must correspond to the 

value specified on motor plate at speed 1. TAKE CARE NOT TO EXCEED MOTOR PLATE 

CURRENT RATED ABSORPTION VALUE AT SPEED 1. 

 

Warning: the power value shown on the table is not the absolute value upon 

disconnection, but a delta value compared to no-load power. The no-load power is 

measured by reading motor absorption value when beater turns with liquid mix. 

 

TRIMMER HoT SORBETTO CALIBRATION 

Then, starting from liquid mix, run a Sorbetto cycle in the same way, by setting the 

programming step T13 Trimmer HoT Sorb. However, motor calibration delta will have 

to be 10% lower compared to gelato. 

 

Machine Power delta upon disconnection (compared to no-load 

power) 

Ready 20-30 1080 W 



 

Ready 30-45 and 302 

G 

1350 W 

Ready 60 90 and 502 

G 

2700 W 

Ready 802 G 3150 W 

 

TRIMMER HoT ICE CREAM CALIBRATION 

Then, starting from liquid mix, run an Ice Cream cycle in the same way, by setting 

the programming step T26 DeltaTrim.IceCr. The motor calibration must have the 

same power delta between no-load and load values of the gelato cycle, but the power 

reading by means of the wattmeter must be made on the TTV contacts (not TTL and 

not TTX). 

TAKE CARE NOT TO EXCEED MOTOR PLATE CURRENT NOMINAL ABSORPTION VALUE 

AT SPEED 2. 

Note: cycle will always have to be carried out with 3E Beater. 

 

TRIMMER HoT CRYSTAL CALIBRATION 

The purpose is to obtain a product that is ready to be removed (Set HoT =60 reached) 

with a spatula, with a semi-dense consistency (soon after state step) and a 

temperature that varies between -3°C and -4°C. 

Connect a wattmeter to read MA absorption. 

Start Gelato Crystal cycle. 

Check no-load absorption and check that with SET = 60 there is a power delta equal 

to the one specified in the table (below). 

If necessary, edit step T15 Trimm Hot Cryst to reach this power delta between liquid 

mix and ready ice cream. 

 

Machine Power delta [W] 

Ready 20-30 300 

Ready 30-45 and 302 G 320 

Ready 60 90 and 502 G 500 

Ready 802 G 550 

 



 

CONTROL UNIT VIEW 
The machine’s electronics consists of a control unit (IC573700148) 

 

ELECTRONIC  

BOARD 

 

code IC573700148 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Connectors 

IC573700148 

MRS1 

(outputs 230V) 

 

 

MRS2 

(outputs 24V) 

 

 

MRS6 

(power supply) 

 

MRS5 

(NTC probes) 

 

 

MRS4 

(PTC probes) 

 

 

MRS3 

(inputs) 

 

 

 

Not used 

 

LCD Keyboard 

Not used  

 

RS485 

 

Serial 

 

 



 

CONTROL UNIT PROGRAMMING 

 
For a control unit software upgrade, it is necessary to use the special serial cable 

supplied by the manufacturer, connect it to the control unit through the Serial port (see 

electronic board layout) and to USB port (or RS232) of any Personal Computer (PC). 

Software update can be executed by transferring the new software from the computer 

to the Control Unit and using TC-Bootloader.  

 

Once you have connected your PC (USB or RS 232) to the CPU (Serial) with the special 

cable code: IC577400056 (USB) or cable IC577400032 (serial), power the machine. 

 

: 

 

- Press button “Browse…” 

- Select the Ready_SFT_BOOT_*.mot program 

 

After a software update, offsets of the probes and Trimmer HoT shall NOT be 

reprogrammed.  

Process Autosetup is required. 

 

 
  



 

°C-OHM PTC, NTC TABLE 

 

The following table shows the ratio between the temperature read by a PTC sensor 

and its resistance in OHM read by a tester. It is useful for verifying that probes are 

functioning correctly. 

TEMPERATURE °C PTC 
ohm 

-50 503.5 

-45 528.9 

-40 555.2 

-35 582.5 

-30 610.6 

-25 639.6 

-20 669.6 

-15 700.5 

-10 732.2 

-5 764.9 

0 798.5 

5 832.9 

10 868.3 

15 904.6 

20 941.8 

25 980 

30 1019 

35 1058.9 

40 1099.7 

45 1141.5 

50 1184.1 

55 1227.6 

60 1272.1 

65 1317.5 

70 1363.7 

75 1410.9 

80 1459 

85 1508 

90 1557.9 

95 1608.7 

100 1660.4 

105 1713 

110 1766.5 

115 1820.9 
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